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Behind the Scenes: InfoEd Support Requests
So you're working in InfoEd and you run into a
problem. Who should you contact, what should you
tell them, and what happens next?

HELP!
InfoEd is
broken

Turn the page to learn more about what happens
behind the scenes with InfoEd help tickets!
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The most important thing is to pick one point of contact, even if your proposal is
due today. It may seem like you should reach out to as many people as possible
and see who gets back to you first, but this could actually delay a response. You
may not get an answer within 3 minutes, but please be patient – they do actually
let us go to the bathroom, even on deadline days.
Everyone who works on InfoEd support – IT Support Center staff, OSR, and
FFRA – understands that a proposal deadline is a huge priority. We're in
frequent contact, and will reach out via Skype, phone, and email if needed to make
sure we're working together to help. If Susan is already looking at a record and
Sara and the Support Center are both trying to call her about the same problem,
she can't make any progress.
The central points of contact are more
efficient than emailing someone directly. If
you submit a request to the Support
Center (calling 1-HELP and pressing 2, or
emailing consultant@northwestern.edu),
and it's an issue that the front-line staff can't
solve, the ticket goes to an entire team of
FFRA analysts. You don't need to worry
about who is out of the office or busy with
other work. The same is true of the OSR
Info Team help form:
https://osr.northwestern.edu/help.x
Generally, you can contact the IT Support Center with any InfoEd questions
or requests. They can assign help tickets directly to the OSR team if needed. You
can always contact the OSR Info Team via the help form to add new personnel to
InfoEd or update routing approvers. Again, it's less important who you contact and
more important that you pick one method.
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So you figured out who to contact. What do you tell them? Besides the proposal
deadline, focus on three key items:
1. What were you doing when the problem happened?
2. What did you think would happen?
3. What happened instead?
For example:
1) "I was trying to upload a pdf on the Justifications tab for SP0012345. I clicked
the Upload button and I expected that my document would be uploaded. Instead, I
got an error message, which I've copied and pasted below.”
2) "I was on the Finalize tab and I was trying to submit proposal SP0023456 to
Final Route. I was expecting to see the thumbs-up icon and the words Submit
Final Route, but instead I only see the option to submit to Pre-Review.”
If the answer to any of these questions is "I don't know", it's going to be
harder to help – for example, if you have a picture of the error message but don't
know what you clicked on before you got it, or you know what you clicked on but
then you closed the window so you don't know what the message said. Or if you
know specifics but your email just says, "I'M TRYING TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL
AND INFOED GOT ANGRY AT ME," or “HELP INFOED IS BROKEN” you're
hurting yourself. Take a few minutes to think about these questions before
you contact someone, and it will save you lots of time.
Now let's talk about deadlines for a minute. "My proposal is due today" are
magic words. Do not abuse them! There are many deadlines associated with a
proposal – internal routing deadlines and the PI's preferred deadline, for example.
These are not the same thing as the date and time after which the proposal will not
be accepted. Please don't say "my proposal is due at 5:00 today" if you mean "I
would really like to route this today because my PI is leaving town, but actually it's
not due for three weeks". To make sure everyone’s proposals get in on time,
we need to give priority to hard deadlines.
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One final note about requesting help. Copy and paste is your friend, and can
often save everyone time. If your request comes in with an SP number that has
too many or too few digits, is in a department unrelated to the proposal you’re
working on, or has no SP number at all, it wastes time for us to have to go back to
you and ask for a correct SP number. Copy & paste your SP number into your
request, and lots of frustration can be avoided.
What happens when we have the information we need?
First, we look at your record (you gave us the record number, right?) to see if we
can solve your problem right away. Sometimes it's simple. For example, as in the
second scenario, say your proposal is in Under OSR Admin Shell Review status.
You can't submit to Final Route – you need to finish the admin shell review
process first. This looked like a bug to you, but it's not. Don't feel bad if this
happens! That's what we're here for. This is good news – it means you get an
answer right away.
In the other example, we would try to follow the steps you laid out when you
told us what went wrong (go to the Justifications tab, upload a pdf, see what
happens). Sometimes we don't see the same problem right away. Maybe we need
to try the exact pdf that you tried, which might tell us there's a problem with the pdf
features. We have test environments where we can create fake proposals to check
different scenarios without causing problems in 'production' (the real InfoEd that
you use for your work).
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If we can't fix the problem, we contact InfoEd. For problems that prevent a
successful System-to-System (S2S) submission, they guarantee a fix if we
report 24 hours before the deadline (and have fixed them in much less
time!). They have a special team that works until Grants.gov closes on deadline
days. InfoEd has the same process of asking questions and testing in their
environments, and the same possible outcomes: sometimes they can just show us
what we're doing wrong, and other times there is a system problem. Many times,
they already have a patch to fix it, so we just have to be a little patient and wait for
them to apply and test. We test on our end as well so that we can be confident that
nothing else will be affected as a result of applying an update.
We may also ask you to use a workaround, especially if it's not an S2S
proposal. This may take a little longer or your record may not be perfect (maybe
you have to upload a Word document with the Proposal Routing Form answers),
but it won't keep your proposal from getting the sponsor. This is another reason it's
important to be clear about the deadline – you may get a different
recommendation (patch vs. workaround) if your proposal is due in 2 hours vs 2
weeks. Occasionally, we'll also give you the option to restart your proposal from
scratch – usually if there's lots of time and you haven't done much data entry – but
generally records are fixable and the choice will be up to you.

One more piece of behind-the-scenes info for the curious (or, okay, frustrated)
when submitting a proposal: Why do we have bugs in the first place?
The good news is that most of the support requests we receive aren’t bugs.
You may just be doing something new for the first time, or we upgraded to a new
version and a button has moved, or maybe you made a silly error (Susan is often
guilty of typing the subaward F&A rate and base backwards, e.g. $55 at 5000%).
But don't panic!
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Of course, we do have real bugs and problems sometimes. Any time you make a
change to a complicated system like InfoEd, you risk unintentionally
changing something else. We can try never making any changes (the IT policy
equivalent of snoozing your Windows update reminders indefinitely), but
sometimes we have no choice. When NIH released Forms-D, we weren't going to
make everyone use Adobe forms! We took updates to InfoEd to support the new
forms and features. And InfoEd also releases small tweaks and enhancements
every few months. We test updates very carefully, but we also want to get
your problem fixed as soon as possible. It's a constant balancing act, and
something that OSR and IT work closely on.
HOT TIP: There is an InfoEd Known Issues page
(http://www.it.northwestern.edu/admin-systems/infoed/issues.html)
and a Tips and Tricks page
(http://www.it.northwestern.edu/admin-systems/secure/infoed/tips.html),
which cover known bugs (with workarounds) and common problems. Stay up-todate on those and you may not have to contact anyone! Other great resources are
your GO (for policy or proposal instruction interpretation questions) and your
colleagues.
Tamar Daskin was a grants assistant in OSR, then provided
InfoEd support as part of the OSR Info Team from 2014 to 2016,
and is now interning with the Department of Chemistry and One
Book One Northwestern. Tamar is also a RAP Up Co-Editor.

Susan Held is a former research administrator in Biomedical
Engineering at the McCormick School of Engineering and she
has worked on FFRA's Grants Team since 2014. Susan is also a
RAP Up Co-Editor.
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OSR Launches New
Web Metrics Section
In mid-August the Office for Sponsored
xResearch
(OSR) launched a redesigned metrics interface on the OSR
website. The new metrics section
provides data that illustrate a high level
view of the Northwestern sponsored
research enterprise as well as OSR’s
day-to-day transaction volume and can
help users find the answers to
questions such as:
1. How many awards have we
received so far this fiscal year?
2. How many proposals have been
submitted by the Chicago or
Evanston campus this year?
3. What is the volume of proposals,
awards, or contracts currently in
OSR’s pipeline?
4. What is the median time it takes to
get a proposal reviewed? An award
or contract set up?

BEFORE

AFTER
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Project Goals & Site Features
In a Northwestern Research News
feature story about new web-based
metrics initiatives (http://issuu.com/
northwesternuniversityresearch/docs
/september2016/1?e=18142401/38950
802) across the Office for Research,
Kim
Griffin
(Director,
Electronic
Research Administration at OSR) talks
about the OSR project: “We wanted to
include more accessible content in a
visually appealing way… providing
investigators a look at the volume of
proposals, awards, and contracts
currently in workflow.”
x
To reach this goal, members of the OSR-Info Team collaborated with colleagues
from the Office for Research Communications (ORC) and from Northwestern
Information Technology’s Advanced Media Production Studio (NUAMPS).
The project team updated the content, functionality, and overall look and feel of the
OSR Metrics section, completely transforming it from a static, single-page report
repository to a dynamic, multi-faceted data resource. The graphical design was
xoverhauled to align with Northwestern’s global
branding
standards
and
to
improve
consistency between OSR website and that
of other Office for Research divisions. Data
and graphs went through multiple iterations to
achieve the right balance between depth
and breadth of information as well as to
ensure accuracy and currency of information.
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Key features of the new metrics section include:
• Ability to view award, proposal, and contract data for the entire university as
well as by campus
• Comparative fiscal year-to-date data on awards received, proposals
submitted, and contracts executed
• Overview of awards, proposals, and contracts in workflow
• Detailed user guide with explanations for interpreting data and graphs
(https://osr.northwestern.edu/sites/osr/files/osr_metrics_understanding6.
pdf)
• Download archive for monthly Cognos reports (i.e. Award and Proposal
Summaries, Award Detail Listing, and Proposal Detail Listing)
A feature that may be particularly useful to Research Administrators on a daily or
weekly basis is the workflow data. The workflow graph on each of the
awards/proposals/contracts sub-metrics pages is refreshed nightly, providing a
current snapshot of OSR’s pipeline and insight into whether OSR is facing a light
or average workload versus a high influx of proposals or awards at any given time.
xAnyone with a valid NetID can access the new OSR metrics section at
https://osr.northwestern.edu/metrics/reports-metrics or by clicking the “Reports
and Metrics” button on the OSR homepage. Feedback can be submitted to the
OSR Info Team at osr-info@northwestern.edu or via the “Help” form on the OSR
website.
Melissa Mizwa is the Project
Administrator in the Office for
Sponsored
Research
—
Information Team. Melissa is
also a RAP Up Co-Editor.
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NURAP’s Staff Activities Fair
In July, Northwestern celebrated their biannual Staff Activities
x

Fair on the Chicago and Evanston campuses. On these two
picture perfect days, Rubloff Building and Norris Hall were filled
with eager staff willing to learn more about the extracurricular
activities that Northwestern has to offer. This fair was hosted by
Northwestern University Staff Advisory Council (NUSAC) and
included 10-15 Northwestern committees. NURAP steering
committee members were in attendance at each of the campus
fairs to introduce and educate staff about NURAP. There were
new staff in research to staff veterans that have changed
positions and are looking for appropriate groups to join.
During each of the activity fairs, a drawing was held for the coveted NURAP travel
mug. The winners for the travel mugs are:
• Heidy Zhao, Instructional Designer at NUCATS Education and Career
Development, FSM
• LuAnne Betcher, Data Analyst, Institutional Research, Kellogg
Melanie Mkrdichian is the
Senior Finance Administrator in
Surgery.
Melanie
is
with
NURAP’s Programming Subcommittee and is a RAP Up CoEditor.
Jody Hirsh is the Senior
Research Administrator in the
Center
Chemistry
of
Life
Processes (CLP) Institute. Jody
is also the current President of
NURAP.
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NURAP Star: Frank Cutting
xxx
Frank Cutting is a Senior Contract
Financial Administrator in the Office of
Accounting Services & Research
Sponsored Programs (ASRSP).
Recently, RAP Up Lead Editor, Andrew Mark, got together with Frank to reflect on
his time here at Northwestern.

AM: How did you first get interested in
ASRSP and how did you get to this
point in your NU Career?
FC: I started out here at Northwestern
as a graduate student, in the Behavioral
Neuroscience track in the Department
of Psychology in 1990. It wasn’t
something I was very passionate about
so I left with my M.S. and took a
position as a research technologist. I
stayed on the Chicago campus and
worked for various departments and
PIs. I eventually worked my way up to a
lab manager in Pharmacology. I had an
opportunity to work with many gifted
individuals along the way and learned a
x

lot during that time on the mechanisms
of ALS degeneration, the molecular
basis of learning, and early neurite
development. I even have four peerreviewed journal articles published. At
that point, I thought I would leave
hands-on research and get into
administration. I was lucky to be given
an opportunity to be the Business
Manager for the Center for Comparative
Medicine. After that I joined the
Department of Medicine in the Division
of Endocrinology as their Division
Administrator. In 2005 I joined ASRSP,
moved to the Evanston campus, and
have been here ever since.
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AM: What are some of your duties?
FC: I supervise some of the other
GCFAs, and have a portfolio of about
300 awards mainly consisting of
Department of Energy, Argonne, and
Department of Defense awards. I
approve workflow and additional pay
journals, prepare the monthly Treasury
draws for DOE, and field a variety of
questions. I also handle some of the
awards that have large cost sharing
commitments, or from higher profile
investigators. Recently I’ve become
more involved with training GCFAs,
revising
internal
guidelines,
and
presenting at various events.

AM: What is the most challenging part
of your job?
FC: Managing deadlines is challenging.
Getting up to speed on Uniform
Guidance and how it affects our current
procedures and policies is an ongoing
effort. I also have to remind myself that
not everybody has 20 years of experience to draw on. So that necessitates that I explain complicated issues
in clear concise language and not do a
“data dump” of everything I know on the
topic. But I’d have to say that the most
challenging part is always maintaining
good customer service while still saying
“No” when the circumstances call for it.

AM: What is the best part of your job
and working with ASRSP?
FC: I like variety and being challenged.
ASRSP is often placed in a position to
evaluate actions against policy and
sponsor guidelines. Often the decisions
are not clear cut and multiple factors
need to be considered. This process
provides an opportunity to tailor a
blanket decision to a specific set of
circumstances and is part of enhancing
customer service.
xx
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AM: What do you do for fun?
FC: I’m a drummer. I have a practice
space and on stressful days I’m more
likely to be there working it out. I also
am trying to build out a set of organic
raised-bed garden plots at home. The
goal is to grow much more of the food I
eat, and provide some healthy produce
options for the church food pantry.
Originally I hated weeding. But I’ve
found that weeding the garden creates
this little mental space that you can get
lost in, and helps to put things back into
proper perspective.

AM: What kind of movies do you watch?
FC: I like Science Fiction moviesespecially the ones which are based
around the idea that someday humanity
will pull together and cooperate instead
of what we do now. I also like the
survival-type cable shows that pit
people against nature with little or no
technology to aid them.

AM: Do you have any advice for
new/junior research administrators who
will start working with ASRSP/award
finances and closeout?
FC: LOL. Closeout is a dance. Sometimes you lead, sometimes you follow.
It’s important to know which is required
at the moment. Communication is
important- in both directions. I’ve
learned not to put some request on the
back burner without telling the requester
that I’m doing that and why. The other
thing about award closeout is that you
often find issues that were not
anticipated. Some of them can take a
while to resolve. So if you start with one
month left and you run into a problem
that will take two months to resolve,
there will be pain.
AM: What is something most people
don’t know about you?
FC: I actually own this company. I’ve
spent the last few years doing various
jobs in the organization so I can
evaluate the state of the operation and
what we can do better. It’s been quite a
learning experience. We’ve recorded it
all for future episodes of Undercover
Boss.
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The Administrative
Shell and Meeting
Proposal Deadlines
What is Administrative Shell?
x

The administrative shell (or “admin
shell”) is the non-scientific part of a
proposal. It outlines the administrative character of a proposal and
it is the first step to obtaining
institutional endorsement by OSR (if
required). https://osr.northwestern.edu/sites/osr/files/adminshellchecklist.pdf

Why does it matter?
•
Administrative Shell constitutes information that is crucial for accurate
research grant financial and legal management.
•
It allows OSR to begin reviewing the proposal and troubleshoot potential
challenges while the PI is working on the science.
•
It helps to protect the interests of researchers and institution.
How to Master Administrative Shell and Meeting Proposal Deadlines?
1. Start by creating a complete Checklist and Timeline of your own!
Refer to the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) and sponsor
guidelines as your primary source of information. NU Policies and the OSR
website will provide you with all the information you need to create your own
checklist and timeline.
x
If you have any questions or doubts, contact your GO:
x
https://osr.northwestern.edu/contact/contact
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2. Next, Request information and documentation you need and set a personal
deadline! PIs and assistants often are juggling a lot; it makes it easier for them to
give you what you're asking for on time if you provide a deadline.
Also, explaining why the requested documents are crucial will motivate the PI or
the assistant to be proactive.
3. Then, Create and Route for Approvals the InfoEd record as soon as
possible! This is for your sanity. Collecting departmental approvals can be
challenging because several people in different locations are involved (not to
mention multi-departmental proposals).
x
Get the Title, Narrative, Budget
(with salaries and effort) and the
Proposal Routing Form – this is
the bare minimum that many
departments will require in order
to approve a proposal. You can
continue working on the
record while it is routing for
approvals! This will prevent
delays in submission proposal to
OSR, which saves a lot of
nerves.
4. Once all requests are out in
the ocean and the record has
been routed for approvals, sit
back and wait a bit. Then start
hunting for the stuff and don’t
stop until you get it!
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5. Do you have everything you need for Administrative Shell
and all Approvals are Done (InfoEd record in status “Pre-Route
Complete”)?
a. Go to InfoEd’s “My Action Items” on the left side of the screen.
b. Press “Assign To Self” at the top-right corner of the screen.
c. Select Next Status “Under OSR Admin Shell Review.”
d. Press “I am Done” at the top-right corner of the screen.
YOU ARE DONE! You’ve successfully submitted Administrative Shell on time to
OSR for the initial review.
Please note that meeting a proposal deadline means having ALL the required
documentation submitted to OSR ON TIME!
Anna Omelcenko is a Research Administrator in the Department
of Surgery in the Feinberg School of Medicine. Anna is also a RAP
Up Co-Editor.

Jen Thennes is a
Senior Grants Officer
at the Office for
Sponsored Research,
Chicago Campus.
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Working Together to Obtain
Foundation Funding x
On August 23, I was pleased to introduce our
Office of Foundation Relations team and our
office’s role at Northwestern to an audience
gathered on the Evanston campus for a NURAP at
Noon event. It was especially interesting to meet
x
with an audience made up primarily
of research administrators, since much of what
makes our office’s work possible is our exchange of information with, and
assistance from, RAs.
Our office is Northwestern’s central unit supporting faculty and staff who seek
funding from private professional foundations. The team is led by Sarah Fodor
(executive director, Foundation Relations & Corporate Engagement). Three senior
associate directors join in the “front line” work of raising private foundation funds:
Susan Dauber, Michael Kelley, and Susan Fisher Miller. Our dedicated
researcher is Meredith Dorneker, who among other tasks helps identify
appropriate foundation prospects to partner with faculty projects. Garth Huskey
serves as program assistant, covering a wide range of administrative tasks
including entering data and tracking the progress of proposals in Northwestern’s
philanthropic database, CATracks. Our group is an office within the division of
Alumni Relations and Development, but we also have regular interaction with the
Office of Research, the Provost’s office, and Feinberg School of Medicine’s
administrators, and we help staff President Schapiro on occasion in visits with
foundation executives, site visits to our campus, or in preparing cover letters,
proposals, or reports on the President’s behalf. It is our job to be sure President
Schapiro, other administrators, and faculty are prepared on current campus
relationships with a variety of foundations in the event they interact with
foundation personnel.
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A valuable colleague who in the last year has joined the FSM development team
to focus on medical school-specific foundation opportunities is Michelle MelinRogovin, herself a former research administrator at FSM.
In my NURAP presentation, I reviewed the typical preference of national private
foundations (by and large are mission-driven grant-making organizations) to seek
University partners who can help them advance their priorities (foundations do not
typically provide funding for core University needs, but favor time-limited projects
with outward-facing impact beyond a campus). Foundation choices in giving
often hew to the philanthropic intent of a founder or the next generations of
a founding family, and each foundation must be engaged on an individual,
case-by-case basis—in other words, “If you’ve seen one foundation, you’ve seen
one foundation,” to quote a truism of our field.
Foundation grants to Northwestern average $200,000. In FY15, the University
received a total of $70.2M in foundation commitments. Faculty and others
submitted 337 proposals requesting a total of $162.3M. Our office assists every
Northwestern School on all three campuses.
We offer a wide range of services and kinds
of assistance, largely in the effort to further
successful faculty foundation grant seeking.
The heart of our front-line directors’ effort is
giving strategic and editorial help to faculty as
they consider, prepare, and submit grant
proposals; our expertise is in humanities and
social sciences backgrounds, mainly writing,
editing, communication, academic systems,
and, in the case of Susan Dauber, over a
decade’s professional employment within the
private Spencer Foundation. Our office can
also respond to faculty requests for research
x
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into well-matched foundation partners who might take
special interest in their work—and to steer away from
unlikely options that don’t merit a time investment.
We track all foundation activity across the institution,
we facilitate grant reporting, and we conduct outreach
of various kinds to educate faculty and administrators
in foundation grant seeking and to describe our
services. While we sometimes surprise faculty with
the extent to which we believe a proposal narrative
might be editorially “enhanced” (indeed, we wonder
whether for some, at moments, we assume the shape
of Dolores Umbridge, J.K. Rowling’s merciless task
master in the in the Harryx Potter series), we are reassured by the positive
reinforcement we receive for our work from faculty who appreciate the
improvement this collaborative editorial consulting can add. We find that, as nonexperts in highly technical fields, we offer a detached (but writerly) perspective on
how to communicate ideas to potentially non-specialist reviewers. We also do our
best to educate faculty writers on the specific expectations of a wide array of
different foundation audiences.
Our researcher, Meredith, makes in-depth use
of various databases that allow her to search
for
well-considered
“matches”
for
Northwestern scholarly and research project
needs, including Foundation Directory Online,
Pivot (Community of Science), SciVal, and
others. Meredith also offers sessions to train
faculty in exploring FDO on their own
(Northwestern owns a subscription accessed
via University Library databases).
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We also maintain on our Foundation Relations
website a list of “restricted” foundations for
which campus members must contact our office
for clearance before making direct contact with
these organizations.
Perhaps the single most important message I
hoped
to
communicate
to
researcher
administrators attending the NURAP event was
an invitation to reach out to the Office of
Foundation Relations to share any questions,
“intel” on foundation activity they have received,
or faculty or administrator contacts with
foundations. We are always happy to receive
any foundation-related queries or requests
for assistance. x
We finished our NURAP at Noon session
August 23 with Q&A and conversation. Please
investigate our website further to learn about
the Office of Foundation Relations:
www.northwestern.edu/foundationrelations/.
Or stop by to say hello at our office, located at
the John Evans Alumni Center, 1800 Sheridan
Road, at the south-east corner of campus.
Susan Fisher Miller is a
Senior Associate Director
in the Office of Foundation
Relations. Susan is also a
RAP Up Co-Editor.
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Visit the NURAP website!
http://www.nurap.northwestern.edu/

Visit NURAP’s Facebook page!
https://www.facebook.com/NURAP-NorthwesternUniversity-Research-AdministrationProfessionals-140980602731744/
Visit NURAP’s LinkedIn page!
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1947804

Visit NURAP’s Twitter page!
https://twitter.com/nurapinfo?lang=en
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